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ACROSS
1 Albert maybe to keep an eye on four poles (5,5)
6 Plymouth sailor, say, could be cleaner (4)
9 No longer on course, worker is too high (10)
10 Considerate type (4)
12 Angry nation on account of race (5-7)
15 Cautioned about what school offers (9)
17 Tokyo, transformed Japanese city (5)
18 Ground until Thursday’s sealed off (5)
19 After delivery mail turned brown (not quite all) (9)
20 What could be recent deal for racegoers to look at in magazine feature (6,6)
24 Doctor has minimal money as ineffectual person (4)
25 Daughter is given a quiet tip, being let down (10)
26 Thus house with no use in part of London (4)
27 Figures ruined, we hear, by folk invading Britain (10)

DOWN
1 Something watery heard in street? (4)
2 Trust lost ultimately with quarrel (4)
3 Traders, including chemist, quick movers (12)
4 Detests hospital — a trial mostly (5)
5 We are not to blame pub with zero coins (9)
7 Attic was so designed for garments (10)
8 Singer to purchase Christmas decoration over two days (5,5)
11 As ruler and as writer, a wooden American type (7,5)
13 Diet spec is dodgy — dangerous chemicals (10)
14 Eccentric lout transformed — a new attractive person (10)
16 I am quiet fool and I have to be expressionless (9)
21 Create endless upset making reply (5)
22 Daft, letting bottom slide off mass of rock (4)
23 Greek characters once rested upside down (4)
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